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"No!'

"I'm still young. I don't want to die. Leon, I already know what I did wrong. Please spare my life!’ Gordon was horrified to feel the

murderous intent coming from Leon's body.

Even ants were afraid to die, let alone him!

He was also married into the Hughes family. He still had a life of luxury ahead of him. Naturally, he did not want to die at all!

So, he did not care about anything else as he started to beg Leon for mercy!

"If you're going to apologize now, then why did you do all of that earlier? Someone as evil as you should just think about what

you did in hell!" Leon said coldly. After that, he raised his palm and struck at Gordon!

"No, I don't want to die!" Gordon looked incredibly scared. He lost all hope at that moment!

Yet, just as he lost all hope, something happened!

There was a frantic brake and a white car stopped nearby.

Right after that, the door opened. A fashionably dressed and beautiful woman who had a prideful air about her walked out. She

looked to be Snow's age.

Behind her was an old man in gray clothes who looked to be in his sixties.

That man had an impressive aura around him. He had an incredibly dangerous aura!

It was obvious that he was not to be trifled with!

"Stop!"

The old man reacted very quickly at the sight of Leon being able to kill Gordon. He shot out and attacked with an incredibly

powerful force at Leon!

"Peak Emperor State? No, this is probably the Semi Almighty State!" Leon's expression changed drastically when he felt the old

man's attack.

With the energy fluctuations coming from the attack, he could tell that, even though the old man was at the peak of Emperor

State, his speed and power were already far higher than most at that level!

If he was not wrong, then the old man was probably already in the Semi Almighty State.

After that, he picked Gordon up and tried to use Gordon to shield him from the attack!

"Despicable!" The old man was shocked. He stopped in his tracks, worried that he would hurt Gordon. He forcibly pulled back his

attack as well.

"Who are you?"

Leon immediately looked at the woman and the old man with a look of uncertainty. He could not guess who they were!

At that moment. Snow and Iris already caught up and quickly went to Leon's side.

"Leon, that woman is Dawn Hughes, the eldest daughter of the Hughes!" Snow could tell what Leon was wondering, and she

quickly revealed the woman's identity.

Snow, Gordon, and Dawn were university mates. Gordon broke up with her for Dawn, so Snow naturally knew who Dawn was!

"So it's her!" Leon finally realized who that woman was.

"This is great! Dawn, hurry up and save me!"

Gordon was elated when he saw Dawn appear. He quickly shouted out to Dawn to save him.
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